
Purple Class Newsletter

Dear Parents and Carers,

Welcome to Term 5; we hope you had a fantastic Easter break.

Our topic this term is ‘Travel and Transport’. We had a great time during our Stunning Start
and we spent the day as ‘engineers’ by researching, designing, building and evaluating our own
modes of transport. It was lovely to see the children successfully using team building and
problem solving skills throughout the day.

During Literacy, we will be immersing ourselves in the book ‘The Snail and the Whale’ and using
this to explore diary writing and suffixes. In addition, as we are now entering the summer
terms, we would like to inform you that we will be setting the children weekly spelling
challenges. A list of 5 spellings will be included on the homework letter which we hope will be
practised at home. The spelling challenges will then take place in class the following week. We
will keep you updated about your child’s weekly score in their green contact book.

This term in Maths we are continuing to develop our understanding of addition and subtraction
through place value, exploring capacity and revisiting fractions.

In Science we are looking forward to developing our understanding of animals, including humans.
This term we will be classifying animals and thinking about their diet. We are looking forward to
providing children with real life experiences by planning our school trip around this learning.

In Computing we are revisiting algorithms and using our previous learning to help us with
prediction work. We are looking forward to using Beebots and Code-a-pillars again.

RE this term we will be thinking about what it is like to live in a faith community.

Our DT focus of designing, connecting different compartments and evaluating products has
been met through the Stunning Start day where the children researched and created their own
modes of transport in small teams.

In History we will be focusing on the different types of transport, both past and present but
mostly from the Victorian period. We are looking forward to exploring artefacts from the past
and comparing them to items we use now. We are going to be creating timelines to show the
progression of a selection of some of these items and are also hoping to place the important
events within our own lives in chronological order.



 PE will now be on a Tuesday afternoon. Please can all named PE kits be in school and please
also remember to remove earrings on your child’s PE day.

 As the weather is getting warmer, please ensure that your child has a named water bottle
and sun hat in school every day. As the term progresses, you may wish to consider sun
cream.

 To promote fitness and a healthier lifestyle, this term the children are going to be doing
the ‘Daily Mile’ challenge which will consist of them doing laps of the field for 15 minutes
at least 3 times a week. The children can choose to walk, jog or run but we hope that as
their stamina improves that some of them will be able to complete the challenge in the
given time.

 Mrs Coles will continue to teach Purple Class every Wednesday morning.

Dates for your Diary

Our Forest School inspired session is on Thursday 2nd May in the afternoon therefore your
child needs to come into school wearing their uniform and bring appropriate outdoor clothing to
change into.

Class photos are on Tuesday 7th May.

Year 1 will be going to the Rare Breeds Centre in Ashford on Friday 17th May. More details will
follow this week.

24th May – Non-school uniform day for NSPCC.

We look forward to another term with you all.

Miss Seymour, Mrs Staines and Mrs Coles


